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Capitol gains
UCF grad students gain
political knowledge at
fellows~p - ~EE NEWS,A2

Knights cap off homecoming with
41-14 thrashing of Rice-sEESPORTs,A10
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RSO requests on the rise
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Groups asking for funds surpasses 2009

~

oney saving
eals from area
stores
a d restaurants.

MICHAEL CLINTON.
Contributing Writer

UCF student organizations have to act fast to get
travel money this year, .as
available funding may be
gone sooner rather than
later.
The Conference Registration and Travel Committee and the Financial Allocations for Organizations
Committee allocate money
to student organizations to

host and attend events all
around the nation, according to the Student Government Association website.
They receive funding
through the Activity and
Service Fee, which is $10.79
per credit hour for the
2010-llschoolyear.
Last year, the ASF generated more than $14.6 million, and it's estimated that
it will top the $15 million
mark this year, according to
UCF News & Information

Of that $14.6 million,
$200,000 was allocated to
FAO, and $358,500 went to
CRT.

But funding is in high
demand, and it may be
gone before the fiscal year
ends on June 30.
CRT Chair Fernando
Gonzales said the high
demand comes from an
increase in organizations
asking for funding.
PLEASE SEE

BY THE NUMBERS
• Last year, the Activity and Service Fee gene@ted more than $14.6
million, and it's estimated that it will top the $15 million mark this
year.
• Of that $14.6 million, $200,000was allocated to the Financial

Allocations for Organizations Committee, and $358,000 went to
the Conference Registration and T@vel Committee.
• As of Oct. 5, the CRT account had about $270,000 and the FAO
about $150,000 left, each about 75 percent remaining.

• The UCF Chocolate Club, received $3,000 to cover their hotel stay
while traveling to New York for the 13th Annual Chocolate Show.
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Skit Knight
showcases
student talent

Breaking
newson
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

GATORLAND
DISCUSSION TO BE
HELD AT LIBRARY
The head of Public Services at
Rollins College, Dorothy Mays will
discuss Florida's dynamic business
atmosphere and competitive
nature. She will discuss major ·
impacts on Gatorland's survival.

LOCAL&STATE,A2

6SWANS MISSING
FROM ORLANDO LAKE
ARE RETURNED
Authorities say six swans that
disappeared from a downtown
Orlando lake have been safely
returned, while three others
remain missing. Four of the
swans were found in Lake Butler.

MAN CONVICTED IN
SHOOTING DEATH OF
11-YEAR-OLD BOY
ASouth Florida man who shot
to death an 11-year-old boy
while firing into an abandoned
couch to celebrate the New Year
has been convicted of
manslaughter.
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Arena hosts showdown

Contributing Writer

. When freshman
undeclared major 1
Jai;iae Fleetwood
first heard about
Spirit Splash, she
wasn't sure what
to expect.
''.At
first
thought everyone
just got in the Reflection
Pond and hung out;' she
said. "I was thinking it
would just be a nice,
small activity for homecoming week."
This time next year,
she'll have a better idea
of what to expect.
When walking out to
the pond at around noon
on Friday, Fleetwood was
greeted by Knightro who was wearing bright
pink and blue boardshorts the UCF
Marching Knights, a live
DJ, the UCF cheerleading squad, the KnightMoves dance team and
about 5,000 other UCF
students who were ready
to show their school
spirit.
As part of UCF's
annual homecoming pep
rally, led by the homecoming executive board,
the
usually
serene
Reflecting Pond was
filled to the brim with
students
splashing,
jumping, <:lancing and
PLEASE SEE

HOMECOMING
ON AB

ABIGAIL DONALDSON
Contributing Writer

Buzz Lightyear, Derek Zoolander and Jack
Sparrow were just a few of the characters
strolling around the UCF Arena on Wednesday
in anticipation of Skit Knight.
Skit Knight, which has been around since 1971.
is one of the largest events during homecoming
week.
Student organizations are invited to create an
eight-minute routine full of dancing, acting, elaborate sets, crazy costumes and original scripts to
prove who has the most black and gold spirit.
In addition to the competing groups, intermission acts were performed by RUKUS Dance
Crew, DWEEBS Dance Crew and UCF's Glee
Club.
"Skit Knight is probably one of the most competitive events during homecoming," said Jamin
Ghazi, senior advertising and public relations
major and executive director of homecoming.
"It's pretty cutthroat. People take it very seriousPLEASE SEE

CREATIVITY ONAS

Classes incorporate
varied online aspects
LINDSAY HOLMES
ContributingWriter

Knightro
donned his
special trunks
for Si>irit
Splash on
Friday.
RAMI ROTLEWIQ /
CENTRAL FLORIDA
FUTURE

In a wired society, almost every college
campus uses an online component to manage
classes and work.
However, though the majority of students
are logging onto systems like myUCF to submit an assignment, UCF junior digital media
major Alanna Honigman is logging onto Facebook.
"My French professor had us join a class
Facebook group where we would create a
photo album and upload pictures," Honigman
said. "Then we were also expected to comment on photos uploaded by other classmates
by the end of the sem ester."
Honigman is not alone. She is just one of
many students whose professors have chosen
to join the social network in order to enhance
PLEASE SEE
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CAMPUS
News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Survival of the fittest applies
to Florida's attractions
Mays will discuss the
extremely competitive
nature of Florida's major
attractions and how smaller, more unique ones have
to compete with Disney
and Universal.
Her discussion will
focus on Gatorland and
other mid-tier tourist
attractions.
The event, free to all
and open to the public,
will be held in the library
on Thursday, Oct. 28 in
Room 228. It will run from
7 to 8:30 p.m.
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The Centro/ F/orfdafuture is the independent, studelltwrineo newspaper at the University of Central Ronda.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist and not necessanlythose oftheedltotial staff
or the Univelsity administration. All content is propety
9.(the (£ntra/ f1onda Future and may not be reprinted In
-~ or lnwholewithout pennission from the publisher.

Editor-in-Chief
Emre Kelly x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

Speaker to discuss
entrepreneurial strategies

News Editors
Brandi Broxson x213
Katie Kustura x213

Patricia Halpin, a franchise sales manager for
Baskin Robbins and
Dunkin' Donuts, will discuss her experience and
the procedures and innovations that bring forth
progress in the business
world.
The event, open to all
students, will be held in
the Business Administration Building, Room 238
on Tuesday from 4:30 to
5:30p.m.

News.CFF@gmailcom

Online News Editor
Meghan Lindnerx2f3
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-Swans-wer.e.ikeEegnized

'. cbioffidals-analotals

.

• - ·· .ORLANpO'- One of
, ..tb'e birds is.a blind black
; ,4ustraJi.an: ~W<P,l who had
: _liyed •a_t 1,ake- Eola for
~ years.
r,. :Officiais say ipitial evalt. uatioiis: indicate·the birds
f" have lost weight and been
:-. stressed out.
.
: -Investigators believe
: they know where the
~ remaining birds can be
t found.
.Noonehasbeenarrest::ed, ~ut-police-,say- ~ey
_ ~v~ a"5US~t.-: _ -·
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The Future is working to
compile infonnation about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article that will be published
this fall.
Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major . and year.
Please. e-mail us at
News:CFF@gmailcom.
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VariilY,lditor
JeSSl~artinx214. ,
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Contributing Writer

Two UCF students are experi- the government in hopes they will da"
encing firsthand how the govern- become the state's future leaders.
Phillips works primarily with the
ment operates through the presti"[The program's mission is] to Department of Highway Safety and
gious Florida Gubernatorial Fellows recruit the best and brightest col- Motor Vehicles and part time at the
Program.
lege students to bring into the high- Office of Domestic Security, where
A~fGiery,;a higher education-~~~levelsoftl:ie state government in he handles sensitive security issues.
and policy stiidfes,graduate.st:udent, · bppes ~ew,e ,will train them to be
"The rest of the time, I work with
and John P.hillips, a.politiQJl science "; in public, service for part of their the executive leadership team there,
graduate student,yelocated to T$--· _career:' sald·!(elli Gebbia, executive which is the group of higher-level
hassee to w9~,lc-~th st~te gov~rn~ 4.i¥~f9ftheFlorida Gubematori- executives;' Phillips said. ''It's easy
t
,
.; ahFellows Program. "It's building
tb sit in the background and be a fly
ment. _ . - Both_nie~ won two of--the_state:s: A'i~e~~ tneration of leaders for on the wall The challenging part is
13 fellowships,for ·the progr;un ..--! .TI~rnlar' ,_ ' • ,
getting your feet wet and getting
whiclf runs from i\tig.--'16 t o ~
,.work in the Executive involved in the process:'
2011 --;:- after-participatmg iJ,l il coin-, •':'Office
:'governor or at state
Giery and Phillips say the most
petition that pifted .t hem against150;,. . llg~ .• , __ ~ending on their majors rewarding aspect ofwhat they do as
other applicants.
., an.cl- ar~as' of concentration. They fellows is knowing all the programs
''I was confident in my resume ~ ,a re; expected to work at least 20 they work on impact Floridians.
andfamiliarity~thissuesconcern-:~- h~urspe[°w~andmustbepresent
"This is paramount for the sue~ Floridaf' Phil,lip_s.said. ''.Howeyer, for-w~ gi;o~p meetings in whi<:11 cess of Florida, as poor adult degree
1t 1s certainly nervous to have to -- ~·take patt•m numerous educa- completion rates is both a state and
~ e r qu~stions regar~ them.·""~~~
'
national iss:Ue,'' Giery said of his
a room with five very JJllPOJ;tali,t , · -G1~ who has a bachelor's work ''I feel honored to be i,p SU®, a
_ degree in soc;ial science education position to implement programs
people asking them."
The application process includ;- from UC!; WQl'ks with the Depart- that could have a profound positive
ed four required.~ys that focused- JI1¢nt of ·~Ucation's Division of impact on Floridians."
,,,-'
on various topics like future aspira.:'-- Florida Colleges.
"Both are extremely COllllP.,ltted tions and a poliey'troi,"osat: as well_
"I'm currently working on a to what they are doing herein:Talla- , • ~'
as interviews before stal:eleaders.
state-wide initiative for adult com-. has~~- They made a big ~ommif
•..
To prepare,for the oomp.etitio0; pletion,,4 .Giery.said.
ment to rel9eate for this op , · •
Phillip~ s;qd he ..mad~..
that J1e
Toe process involves finding ~Yi.said..qebb~)Vho observes Gl.';
was up to date with current events adults throughout Florida who and~ps in their -roles ·a t Ui
in Tallahassee s.P that h~ .woul.d be attended coll~e and have about 10 specific agencies and_-~o',inthem ·
able to have a good conversation to 12 credits left to complete and roles as fellows. "Both have taken;.
about it.
_
_
_
helping them.Ji:> achieve those cred- great )jadership roles in the pro"Part of the job is having the con- its and finish college.
gram thus far. They are certainly
.fidence to put your ideas out there · _ "Returninf adult students are representing UCF well"
and maybe-disagr-ee,-whea the time,,-,,tJ:raditionally ;marginalized in our
Giery said that although he'Sj
comes,'.' ~~d Ybl!lfps,
lias ' - ·~~us_afio~~ste~ that is tailored proud ofwhere he is, he wants othe~
bachelor's m political s'creti'ce"from "'towarcts tne traditional college stu- UCF studentsJ.9 apply and repre"' "
Flager College.
dent," Giery said. "My work pro- sent the school
The program was established in vides me the opportunity to posi"These lea1iership opportunities·• ,
2004 by Gov. Jeb Bush to educate tively impact these students with are once in a-lifetime," he said. 'We::,
students and provide them with the goal of increasing adult degr~j need future Knights to continue ~ hands-on experience working with completion within the state ofFl<:>n- . , these traditions:'

n· . ~-l !e~9

.._,

,...- ,

Sporti Editors

JORDAN SWANSON

:v,.cted;ZenonFerllilJ?.dez in
· ·ti,.e.2007 death of Joshua
i Ar,roliga on Friday.
,I Fernandez,
of Opa• lecka;frred into a couch by
!:;a"'g arbage big; about 25 feet
:from an apartment. build.i.~ . .bn • De:c. 3l;- 20oz
• Jf)Sl!ua yVru;.hidirig 'b ehind
;...1:J!e _couch in ~,..game of
"lti;c\e-and-seek _,
• 11 Five of the bullets hit
: ~d killed the child. He
, Taces up to 30 'years in
---~

Opinions Editor

Dann=iello x215
Mike B ducci x215

Grad students take to Tallahassee for leadership program

Convicted man accidentally
shot boy five times
, ...,,..MIAMl.=.4- itµ:y con-

- ,r

Online.CFF@gmailt;OfTI

Opinions.(fF@gmail.com

BUSY FELLOWS

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

,

COURTESY ADAM GIERY

Adriennt-Cutway x213

LOCAL
&STATE

. prison.

,

UCF graduate students Adam Giery, left, and John Phillips spent their summer in Tallahassee as part of the Florida Gubematoilal Fellows Program.
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Production

Joseph Mangabat
Mark Thorstenson

Editorial Adviser
Michelle Yoffee
Miche/leY@SeminoleChronidecom
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: Partly cloudy with isolated
thunderstorms developing during
, the aft~mqon.,W,nds SE at 10 to
15 mph. Chance of rain 30 percent.
High:88°, Tonight: Isolated thunderstorms
Low:68° during the evening.

. ~ J '•

·~ s
~

f,

Tuesday

High:89°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:69°

Wednesd~y

High:90°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:68°

One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased from ouroffice with
priorapprovalfur$1 each. Ne~papertheft
is a aime. VIOlatoo may be subject to dVJl
and criminal proseartion and/or
University discipline.
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Basketball star's mother shines light at UCF
,,

.

JAMES BENNETT •

'

Contributing Writer

At 6-foot-2 and known
for a vivacious personality,
Lucille O'Neal hardly ever
stands in anyone's shadow,
besides her son's, that is.
Her
eldest
son,
Shaquille O'Neal, is not
only 11 inches taller than
his mother, but has also
been a NBA superstar for
almost 20 years.
Lucille O'Neal spoke at
the Barnes & Noble at UCF
on Thursday, reading from
and signing copies of her
memoir, Walk Like You
Have Somewhere To Go:
From Mental Welfare to
Mental Wealth, an event
sponsored by the Black
Faculty and Staff Association at UCF.
Pamela
McCauleyBush, an associate professor in the industrial engineering and management
syst~ips program, is a close
friend, of O'Neal and cosponsored the event with
the aforementioned organization.
In the book, O'Neal
describes the mistakes she
made as a teenager, the
pressures of being a single
mother, how she dealt with
her son's fame and how her
faith gave her the strength
to endure some of the
darkest, most challenging
periods of her life.
"What's most important
to me is that young women
today know they shouldn't
doubt their abilities,"
O'Neal said in a press
release. "I lost a lot of valuable time questioning my

self-worth, and if I ·a m able
"Mother and wife was
to prevent just one young all I knew at that time," she
person from having to said. "It was my comfort
spend any of her precious zone. Any time you willtime wondering if she mat- ingly step outside of your
ters, I will have done my . comfort .zone, you're ready
job."
to experience growth. I
The 56-year-old mother had to do something for
of four also stood and took Lucille, and taking that
questions from students step helped me with all of
and faculty and discussed my other issues."
her relationship with her
When looking toward
eldest son.
the future, O'Neal said she
"Shaquille had a front- also wants to be a motivarow seat to the darkness in tional speaker.
my life," O'Neal said dur"I don't even really want
ing the question-and- · to call it motivational
answer session. "He's my s_peaking," she said. "It'd be
eldest child by six years, more of sharing my wisand I was a single mother, dom and thoughts with
so he and I spent a lot of people who need to hear it.
time together. I learned a I've gotten a lot of attenlot from my children. You'd tion because ofmy son, but
be surprised what you can even when he retires, I'd
learn from your children if like to continue to speak to
you just listen -to them."
people because I believe
Her eldest son's words that I can help them."
can be read in the book, as
Some students left
he wrote the foreword to inspired and felt like they
his mother's book.
could relate to her.
"Because my mom was
"She gave a lot of great
just a teenager when I was advice," industrial engiborn, we supported each neering graduate student
other as we both grew and Adrienne Brown said after
evolved over the years," having her book signed.
Shaquille O'Neal wrote in "She reminds us to be
the foreward. "... Through proud of our individuality
it all, she's never let me and that we're all capable
give up on myself, even of doing something great."
when things seemed the
"These days, when I go
most hopeless."
, to sleep at night, I sleep on
Later in the session, the sheets of satisfaction,
O'Neal was asked how the pillows of peace and
hard it was for her to end the cushions of confiher 28-year marriage with dence," O'Neal said in her
ex-husband Phillip Harri- book. "I am rich in so many
ways that have nothing to
son.
O'Neal explained how do with money, which only
that difficult time in her serves to explain the haplife allowed her to follow piness I have regarding my
her dreams.
mental health today."

COURTESY LUCILLEONEAL.COM

Ludlle O'Neal, the mother offormer Orlando Magic star and current Boston Celtics center Shaquille O'Neal, read from
her memoir on Thursday at UCF, delving into the trials of being a single mother as well as her struggle< wlth alcoholism.

EVERYTHING THAT
SETS ROLLINS APART,
ON YOUR SCHEDULE.
When you graduate with a
Master of Arts In CounHllng
from Rollins, your credentials
and training will set you apart.
Our accreditation from the
Councll for Accreditation ·
of Counseling and Related
Educational Programs
(CACREP) represents the
highest standards in the field.
At Rollins, your classes wlll be
small, you'll get to know your
professors, and you'll have
excellent clinical opportunities.
Employers throughout Central
Florida recognize that Rollins
graduates are better prepared
for the challenges of the
workplace.
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ATTEND AN
INFORMATION SESSION
ANO MEET
YOUR PROFESSORS

•
•
•

Thursday, Odober 28, 6:00 p.m,
Gatfoway Room, MIiis Memorlal Hall
Rollins Coll•ge.
For more Information:
Rollfnudu/holt or 407-646•1568
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Committees say they'll have sufficient funds
Al

in early June and had to
transfer emergency funds
Last year's Senate had 5ll from another SGA account
requests through the end of to meet all of the requests
September, while this year's made.
Senate has already had
"[It was] no big deal,
more than 650.
because it was less than a
Due to the influx of month before the next fiscal
requests, it's possible for year;· Gonzales said.
either committee to run out
Gonzales also said this
of funds.
may result in next year's
Last fiscal year, the CRT budget to increase upwards
Committee ran out of funds of $370,000 after SGA PresiFROM

dent Michael Kilbride calls
the next ASF meeting.
FAO Chair Erica Desanti, who has been the chair
for the past two years, said
that the committee is always
trying to get more funding
for their accounts.
As of Sunday, the CRT
account had about $268,000
remaining and the FAO
about $150,000 left in
reserves.

However, Gonzales
says that they are "right
on track'' with their current spending plan and
doesn't think it is an issue.
Although the FAO
account was below the
suggested operating range
in late September, Desanti doesn't think that they
will be in the same situation as CRT was last year,
because most of the
requests for funding came
in August.
"I'm really not worried
about it at all," she said.
''There will be almost no'
more
bills
coming
through FAO this semester."
DeSanti said that the
majority of the bills her
committee receives come
in the fall because of the
long process it takes to get
them all approved.
However, she does
expect any other allocations during this semester
to be small ones for office
supplies ansl individual
allocations that are typically $250. ·
With
so
many
requests;· it's inevitable
that ·s ome organizations

will not be funded or their
funding will be lower than
the requested amount, but
the committees operate
under a broad funding
policy, so there are no
strict guidelines.
Gonzales said many
things are considered
when the committees
decide to fund an organization. but the overlying
factor is how the event
benefits UCF as a whole.
One such organization
that was recently funded
was the Chocolate Club at
UCF, which received
$3,000 to cover its hotel
stay while traveling to
New York City for the 13th
Annual Chocolate Show.
The ·chocolate Club is
frequently written into
the budget, but this year,
the group had to apply for
its funding through normal routes, because officers last year did not fill
out the requisite paperwork properly.
"lt is fantastically good
· [to receiv~ funding];' said
Bleys Birt, Chocolate Club
president. ''Without it, we
wouldn't be able to go on
the trip." .

That club's funding
proposal was one instance
of the debate in the CRT
about how to appropriate
funding for trips deemed
to consist mostly of networking.
More and more organizations are hosting events
with networking being at
the forefront of the agendas.
While
networking
gives students opportunities to meet and greet
with individuals already
working in their desired
professions, it still draws
criticism from many Senate members.
"If the main purpose is
networking, then some
. members of the committees may be against funding it because -those going
to the event may just be
trying to find a job for
themselves," Gonzales
said.
Despite the disputes
abqut networking, Dj:!Santi said they try to fully
fund organizations' events
on campus, and she ·
it's a good learning expe&
ence for organizations to
host events.

MICHELLE DAVIS / CENTRALFLORIDA fl/TIJRE

The Student Government Association committees responsible for doling out funding for student organizations travel
plans have seen an increase from last year in the number of requests for moriey.
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Creativity takes center stage in performances

.

.

Al

pella and one group is using
a voice tuner;• Bledsoe said ·
.
ly.,, -"Others are singing while
Ghazi said it took 10 they dance."
hours· to audition and
LEAD Scholars took
approve the 13 groups that home Best Vocal ·Perforsigned up to compete on mance with it:9 rendition of
the arena's stage.
Randy Newman's ''You've
Each gr9up had to Got a Friend in Me" from
choose an individual theme Toy Story, The group also
that went along with this took home first place for
year's ''Knights on the Big Best Act.
·
Screen"
homecoming
In addition to their
theme
movie themes, many organ~
Before the event, three izations made pop culture
tables were set up in the and YouTube references.
' arena atrium by KnightLEAD Scholars .alluded
T}lon, UCF's largest stu- to Antoine Dodson's "Bed
dent-run philanthropy.
Intruder" song, and Honors
The three tables con- Congress had a double raintained buckets with a name bow banner on stage during
of a participating group on its rendition of "Someeach bucket so attendees where Over the Rainbow''
could make a donation to for its Wtzard ofOz-themed
Children's Miracle Network skit
and cast a vote ror their
First place for Best
favorite group at the same Dance went to Alpha
time.
· . Kappa, Psi, UCF's profesKnight-Thon
raised sional business fraternity,
almost $400 in two hours. for its Nightmare Before
Kappa Kappa Gamma, FIJI . Christmas-themed skit
and Pelta Lambda Pi came
Brittney Atkins, homein fn;st place with a total of coming chair for Alpha
$10956.
r
Kappa Psi, could hardly.find
, There were five individ- · the words to express how
uals judging the competi- llappy she was.
tion this year, including Ron
Alpha Kappa Psi took
Logan, a former executive . home second place at last
vice president of Walt Dis- year's Skit Knight, and
ney World Entertainment
Atkins wanted to end her
Judges scored the organ- 'senior year _with tb,e top
izations on four categories: prize.
"This~ my last seqiester
creativity/originality,' UCF '
spirit, storyline and overall here, and I was like 'I have to
performance.
..
win first before I graduate
A new edition to ·this in December' " Atkins said
yeai:'.s Skit Knight was the
. Atkins will be .able to
mari.dat~ry vocal perform- graduate happy, as Alpha
ance. :&lch group had to· Kappi Psi won best overall
incorpo~te . a 30-second in the small organization
live singµig portion to its category. LEAD Scholars
skit' and was permitted to won best overall in the large
use an accompaniment organization category.
track.
Second · place for Best
Jordan Bledsoe, senior Dance went to Delta·Delta
event management major Delta and Lambda Chi's
and 'director of ~kit Knight, Zoolander skit, followed by
was most looking forward Beta Theta Pi, Pi Beta l.>hi,
to seeing participants sing Sigma Pi and Phi Mu
live because it'd never been Alpha's Pirates of the
dorie before. ·
Caribbean skit in third
Student groups
competed during the annual Skit Knight showdown on Thursday at the UCF Arena.
"Some ares~ a cap- place.
.
'
FROM
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WQlk~lns
Welcome!

No appointment is necessary. There is no need
for health insurance and the assessment is
absolutely free.

20l West Gore St~, Suite 200
(near Orlando Reg~onal Medical Center - &;ucern_
e)
Downtow~ Orlando
407-425-5100
.

~r. Harper - Dr. Molpus
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Homecoming 2010 began,with Concert Knightand continued as Comedy
Knight, Skit Knight, Spirit Splash and the Bomecoming Parade engulfed
campus in school spirit. Various artists and celebrities attended,·but the
,majority of the festivities were shldent-~eated. From beginning to end,
-~homecoming 2010 hclS been abo~t ihi4ition, U1-volvement alld -givirig -bac
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Homecoming couft drllms·up support
FROM

A1

yelling.
While enjoying . the
water, students could also·
take in performances that
were being held on a stage
at the top of the steps of
Millican Hall
"I loved the inusic," junior psychology · major
Allyson Martin said while
waist-deep in water. "It's
got to be my favorite part
of the event:' .
Since the early 90s,
Spiri~ Splash has given
UCF students the opportunity to hang out jn the usually off-limits Reflecting
Pond and prepare for the
· 'next day!s homecoming
game.
In November 1996, the
event was listed as "Spirit
. Splash" in newspaper articl~s for the first time.
· The pond itself was also
going through changes at
this time, including an
increased average depth of
the pond, a chlorination
system . and the concrete
floor was painted an algaeresistant blue.
The 2010 homecoming
court also made an appearance to stir up school spir-.
it.
°Leading some of the
cheers Friday was State
Sen. and 1974 UCF alum
Lee Constantine.
He was also the head of
Saturday's homecoming
parade.
·
"It's great to be back on
campus," Constantine said.
"It's so exciting to see all .
the school spirit firsthand.
It makes me proud to be a
Knight."
.
I
, About 30 minutes after ·
entering the pond, Fleetwood emerged from the
water.
.
· Shivering and soaking
wet, she walked over to her
friends smiling.·
"That was really fun," .
•
,.
,
PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
she said to her friend. "I'm Hundreds congregated a~und the Reflecting Pond on Friday for Spirit Splash, the annual culmination of homecoming week. The pep rally event featured performances by the Krtightmoves dance team, top, as
going back in."
well as appearances byfootball head coach George Oleary and several football players, like senior Bruce Miller, above, who addressed the student body during the festivities.
,
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Facebook plays new rol~ in some classes
socld••a
••ila•e
18 ,.,. . ,._.,. ,___
11181: h
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classroom learning.
"I feel like it helps student learning because it
keeps the class interested," Honigman said.
"Since everyone is online
anyways, why not incorporate it in the classroom?"
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Eli!;~~~flt~~~fes~:~
Number (!f unique
• ~~- been implementing Face·visitors ITIOl1lhly
book in her French classes
'·
·
. r~
for several semesters.
-u
"The way I saw it was
the majority of students
· were already on Facebook,
60
- -~I was just adding to it,"
_ __,.,.,
Giltner said. ''It helps the
subject matter change
from a classroom setting
to a more personal ·one.
Getting French to resonate with them in that
way was one of the bene- .
fits."
Thomas Bryer, an assistant professor in UCF's
~..,..._.,~.,- - - -;.)._
Department of Public
111a..a~
Administration, conducted research on educators
who use social media
websites in college classrooms. Bryer believes the
!use of websites like Face•book in the clruisroom will
continue to grow.
· "The tools allow for
easy sharing of informa,-.~ ....-tion and ideas, and also
.,,.,,,.ca~_..,-,
bridging
low-cost .
between the student and
0 2009 IICT
,
the community," he said.
~~
. Chica!J,., Tribllne
"Social media can allow
people from the commuGraphic: Max Rust., Pbif Geib,:~ Trillulle
nity to come int.o that set- ·
ting as oppo$ed to some- · student education major· having Facebook to
· thing like Webcourses, Jamie Kahn said. "I defi- upload them makes ita lot
where they can't do that." nj.tely ·feel the majority of easier," she said. "Then we
Bryer said the results of college students are using make comments· on each
their study were across some type of social media. ·other's videos and give
the
board.
Younge:r: I can't think of any of my tips about how to improve
instructors typically were friends who don't have -at our signing."
the ones who used the least a Facebook."
About 72 percent of
technology. Facebook was
. Kahn uses Facebook in young adults in the U.S.
also the No; 1 site that was · .her American Sign Lan- use social networking
sites, according to a surused, both personally and guage course at UCF.
'½. lot of the assign- vey py the Pew Research
professionally.
"Everyone's
online ments are videos we · Center in February.
now," senior exceptional record of us signing, and
Many professors are

711

~--·

LL....:-

''[Creating another Facebook account] has the
P<?tential to rub pe~ple the
wrong way."
Bryer disagreed with a
method of separation.
Instead, he said that full
access opens up opportunities ~or stud_en~ to better their learmng ma safe
way.
,
ha:!n o~/·w~~i~ye, s':1~

a~~~
r~ , ..

·divided from our family

~~--:!I

self, our Saturday-night
self divided from our Sunday-morning self," Bryer
said. "They're different
personalities so we try to
..........
keep them separate. I feel
--there are benefits to
allowing students to see
-:.r-:--~E ·
the full personality of the
professor. Social media in
the classroom allows that
to happen in a safe environment.''
. As for Honigman, having to employ social
media for assignments
doesn't bother her.
"I like using it for class
because it's pretty simple;
college stu,dents know ·
how to use it," she said.
"Easy
assignments
shouldn't be complained
about."
Bryer said there is
longevity in using the
••••
technology as a teaching
· · tool.
Though he said there's
more research he wishes
to conduct on the effectiveri.ess, he said his fmd,,.
ings have produced favor,-, /
able results - not just in
now joining the social net- she didn't.really want to µie classroom, but beyond
works-and addih.g to the know what her students college.
47 percent of adults who did on spring break. They
'½.s we study service
already use them.
wanted to protect the learning, we fmd that
· However, according to boundaries that exist using social media allows
Bryer, this raises a host of between professor and for highly produetive
concerns - ~ainly a pri- student.'' .
interactions
between
vacy issue.
"Professor Giltner even· community partners and
"One respondent said said 'I don'twant to check also potential employers
she didn't want .her stu- Facebook and see i:6.ap-, for students," Bryer said.
dents to necessarily see proptiate status messages, "I think it could really help
the pictures of her kids oh . so if that's the case, just students in the long run,
Facebook," Bryer said make another account for and that's what is most
'.½nother respondent said class," Honigman said. important."
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UCF 41 I UAB 14
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Tight end Adam Nissley celebrates his touchdown in thesecond quarter. Nissley caught a 3-yard touchdown pass from Jeff Godfrey onfourth-and-goal late in the first half.

.

.
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UCF·beats lackluster Rice team ·
behind Weaver's three scores
.,, • DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editor ,

before they -scored in the third·
* quarter.·The 'o wls offense never got

• going-and finished with 88 yards on
.
On a day 'where UCF honored the ground, after rushing for minusgreats such as Daunte Culpepperr 4 in the first quarter.
Joe Burnett and Kevin Smith, jt was
Quarterback Nick .E:anuzzi was:
only fitting that the homecoming -e.fficient, going 10 foJ14 for 84 yards ·
game was controlled by the Knights with a touchdown. Michigan trans~ '
as they ·blew. qut the Rice Owls 41- fer Sam· McGuffie\ was held to a
, .14. ·,
.
mod.est 65 yards on 16 carries with- .
. With UCF coming off a long out a store'. . '
.
week after back-to-back cohference . · UCF (5-'.4, 3_.0 <>USA) took no
wins ~n ESPN and Rice's upset win · mercy on the Owls, amassing 22
against rival Houston, it was clear . first downs and 391 yards of offense.
going into the game that_something
•The Knights also converted all
had to give.
.
.
.
four·of their fourth-down attempts.
It was evident from the first play
Freshman quarterback Jeff Godof scrimmage - a "59-yard play- frey was ·13 ofl8 for 178 yards with a ,
action pass - that .UCF wasn,t , touchdown and an interception.
He also had 10 carries -'for 41
about to let this Rice team pull off
another win.
yards and a touchdown, his fifth of
Rice (2-6, 1-3 C-USA) looked less the season.
than ·s tellar ·and fell be4ind 34-0
Romrie Weaver rushed for three

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
QUICK START
he caught a pass from LD. Crow and sprinted 40
The Knights have beaten all three of their
. yards for a touchdown in the fourth quarter.
Conference USA opponents this season - UAB,
·' Marshall and Ric,e --the first time they have
FRESHLEGS ·
.
.
started 3-0 in conference play since joining C- , Wrth his 5-yarcl touchdown run, quarterback Jeff
USA in 2005~.
Godfrey tied Daunte Culpepper for most rushing
touchdowns by a true freshman quarterback. '
SHARETHE WEALTH
.
..
Godfrey's five rushing touchdowns are also the
Senior fullback Ricky Kay became the 16th
most for a UCF quarterback since Kyle lsra~I ran
.for five in 2007.
'
Knight to score a touchdown this _season when

touchdowns 'a nd 53 yards on 15 car- terback_and without its top receivries.
er.
.
The Knights had the game in
UCF ,was able to control the ·
control at halftime, taking a 27-0 tempo without ·much resistance '
lead into the break, but they left the . from the Rice defense and played •
starters in the game until the end of its style of football: a ground~andthe third quarter.
~ pound offense,
The Knights defense also played
a part in the victory, i:outine1y,givWhyUCFwon
ing the team good field position
They were playing Rice. '
Sure the· u'CF offense looked and taking pressure off the offense
efficient, but the Owls are not a by keeping Rice off the board.
good tealllr They, beat a Houston
squad led' by its third-string quarPLEASE SEE GODFREY'S ON A11

Jewell shines as:ucF·grabs-share of 1st

.

I '

"It was a pretty complete season.
of the game. T hey didn't .
a comer kick by Andrea
.. . _ .
She also leads the team in Rodrigues. The goal gave
allow. a shot on goal iJ?. the game/' head coach Amanda
first half, ana goalkeeper Cromwell said after the scor4ig with 3Q points. .
the Knights-a 2-0 lead going
Cromwell spoke fondly into the ha1£
The UCF women's soc- Aline Reis did not record a g¥De. "Our attack was great,
,
• cer team celebrated home- save·until the 72:r;id llUl\Ufe.
wd we had a lot of help of her team's leading scorer.
In the second halt: Nie~
"(Ti'shia) is just a' phe- lette Radovcic scored the
' coming week with a conferTulsa's only score came from players that came in
ence win against Tulsa on ·on a free ki_c k rebound ·by during the game." .
nomenal player," Cromwell Knights' iliirct' goal when she
Friday night.
Claire Nicholson in the 61st
Two of those players said "I think she gets better streaked down the right side
A crowd of 372 greeted minute. It was ·Tulsa's first . were forward Tishia Jewell with every game, She has of the field and scored off a
the Knights at the UCF S~- •shot on goal of the game.
and midfielder · Brianna great touch, she's good i:r;i the rebound from Katy Ling in
.'
cer Complex for their first ,
clutch and she's a great the 68th minute.
While the . Knights Schooley.
defense allowed very little
home game since Oct. 10.
Jewell started the offen- defensive player.. She, just . ' After ·a _disappointip.g
The win pushed ·the offensive production for sive attack from the begin- doesn't take breaks."
road loss at Colorado ColKnights into a tie with Mem- Tulsa, .it allowed the UCF ning with two early shots on
Schooley, a redshirt sen- . lege and a win at UTEP dur- '
goal.
.
, ior, also shined )<'riday night. ing UCF's road trip last •
· phis for first place; in the offense to explode.
Conference USA
She also scored the first She scored· her first goal of week, Jewell said it was good •.
The Knights (11-3-3, 6-:1-2)
The Knights . defense took_ 28 shots, a season high goal of the game in the 36th · the season and the second to be back in.Orlando.
smothered the Golden Hur- and their largest shot diffe:r- minute when she scored her goal of the g_ame in th~ 43rd
ricane (7-9-1, 2-6-1) for most ential..in a game
since 2005.
team-lea<;ling 10th goal ofthe minute after she rebounded
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON All
.

JAMES BENNETT
Contributing Writer
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Men's bas etbali

Added size, depth on display in exhibition
STEVEN RVZEWSKI

introductions for both
teams, transition drills by
the men's team and an
There is a difference.
intrasquad scrimmage of
Watching the UCF bas- the men's team.
ketball team during
The event was used
Postgame Madness, the mostly to give fans a peek
difference was visible.
at this season's squad and
The Knights have to sell season tickets.
made significant strides What the real outcome
in size and athleticism, may end up being is
and they put those excitement.
changes on display in an
The Knights, in what
early evening exhibition · was essentially a public
on Saturday.
practice, looked improved
About 1,500 people in a few areas.
gathered after the homeFirst, and most noticecoming game for an event ably, there is size.
that
featured
a
UCF added a few
shootarollnd with the transfer players in Dwight
women's team, player Mccombs, from Moraine
Basketball beat writer

----

Valley Community College, and Tom Herzog,
from Michigan State, who
immediately make the
Knights a bigger and
stronger team.
They also added Josh
Crittle and Tristan·Spurlock, but they will be sitting out this season
because of transfer rules.
The added size will be
key in freeing up senior
forward A.J. Tyler and
sophomore forward Keith
Clanton, who can each
step out and knock down
jump shots from distance.
Second, the Knights
appear to be a faster, more
athletic, team, right in line

with new coach Donnie
Jones' preferred style of
play.
All the talk about offseason conditioning and
the significant improvements in physicality by
the team seem to be more
than just talk.
During their transition
drills, the Knights looked
to be faster and in better
shape, a necessity if
they're going to be a team
that is consistently pushing the ball, which is
exactly what they did in
the scrimmage.
Finally, the Knights
look
like
they've
improved their shooting.

Junior point guard A.J.
Rompza stood out during
scrimmage.
Rompza, a fan favorite,
showed off the hard work
he has put into his jump
shot during the offseason.
He
wasn't
alone
though; several Knights
stepped up and knocked
down jumpers, including
multiple looks from sophomore guard Marcus Jordan and junior guard
Isaac Sosa.
Hopefully,
what
improved shooting will
translate to, along with
the push-the-ball mentality, is fewer instances
when the Knights' offense

gets stagnant, a problem
that plagued the team last
season.
Of course, a lot of this
will be cleared up starting
on Nov. • 4, when the
Knights take on Flagler in
their only exhibition contest of the season and in
the games to follow.
But for right now, after
seeing the Knights briefly
Saturday, what is clear is
that there is improvement
and that this should be a
better team.
Exactly how much better and where this
improvement will take
this year's squad, everyone will know soon.

College football

Oregon NoJ, Oklahoma falls to 11th in new AP poll
NEW YORK - The
other team from Alabama
surged toward the top ofthe
AP poll while another set of
Tigers has emerged as the
Big ]Q's unexpected national tit!~ contender.
Atiburn jumped two
spots to :No. 3 behind topranked, Oregon and Boise
State irlthe media poll Sunday, arid Missouri vaulted 11
spots to No. 7.

Oregon. which moved to beating LSU 24-17 on SaturNo. 1 for the first time last day in a matchup of the
week and followed up with Southeastern Conference's
a 60-13 victory against , last unbeaten teams.
UCLA on Thursday night,
Qµarterback Cameron
received 44 first-place Newton ran for 217 yards,
cementing himself as the
votes.
Boise State had 11, Reisman Trophy front-runAuburn received three and ner. .
No. 4 TCU received two.
The Tigers started the
Auburn has its highest season No. 22 and have
ranking since the Tigers been climbing steadily
were No. 2 in 2006 after since.

Michigan State is fifth
and Alabama, last year's
champion and the preseason No.1, is sixth.
Missouri's big move
came after the Tigers beat
previously · undefeated
Oklahoma 36-27. The Sooners dropped eight spots to
No.11.
Missouri was last ranked
this high in 2007, when the
Tigers reached No. 1 and
finished the season No. 4.
The rest of the top 10 is
Utah, WISConsin and Ohio
State.
No. 25 Baylor (6-2) is
ranked for the first time
since Sept. 5, 1993, when the
Bears were No. 24 for a
week. They beat Kansas
State 47-42 Saturday behind
quarterback Robert Griffin
m to become bowl eligible
for the first time since joining the Big 12 in 1996.
The last time the Bears
were ranked for more-than
a week was 1991, when they

were still part of the Southwest Conference. To match
that, they'll likely need to
win at Texas this Saturday.
West Virginia also
dropped out ofthe rankings
this week after a surprising
19-14 home loss to Syracuse.
Southern
California
moved back in the poll at
No. 24, just in time to play
No. I Oregon at home.
LSU's first loss of the
season dropped the Tigers
six spots to No.12.
Stanford, Nebraska, and
Arizona round out the top
15.
Florida State is 16th, followed by South Carolina,
Iowa, Arkansas and Oklahoma State, which lost for
the first time this season. 5141 to Nebraska.
Joining Baylor and USC
in the final five were Virginia Tech, Miami and Mississippi State.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

AP TOP 25 POLL
1.0REGON

2. BOISE STATE
3.AUBURN
4.TCU

S.MICHIGAN STATE
6.AI.ABAMA
7.MISSOURI
8.lJTAH
9.WISCONSIN
10.OHIO STATE
11.0KI.AHOMA
12.LSU

13.STANFORD
14.NEBRASKA
15.ARIZONA
16. FlDRIDA STATE
17.SOUTH CAROLINA
18.IOWA
19.ARKANSAS
20.OKLAHOMA STATE
21.VIRGINIA TECH
22.MIAMI (FL)
23. MISSISSIPPI STATE
24.USC
25.BAYIDR

EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ronnie Weaver paced the Knights offensively with three rushing touchdowns Saturday. Weaver, who had three rushing
touchdowns coming into the season, has eight so far this season. He finished the day with 53 yards on 15 carries.

Godfrey's TD ties record
FROM A10

Momentum-changer
The Knights struck
1:30 into the game, when
Godfrey punched it in
from five yards out. ·
The touchdown was
set up by Godfrey's long
pass to Kamar Aiken.
The 59-yard completion was
Godfrey's
longest of his short
career.
The play set the tone
for UCF, brought the
crowd into the game and
a quick score put Rice on
its heels early.

Deal-sealer
Halftime. With the
Knights up 27-0, everyone on the field and in
the stadium knew the
game was over.
UCF had all the
momentum, a huge

advantage, and were just
playing better than the
Owls.

each of the past two
home games.
- The C-USA win
streak is up to nine now,
as the Knights have won
Noteworthy
- With his 5-yard their first three games
touchdown run. Godfrey this season and their last
tied Daunte Culpepper six in 2009.
for most rushing touch- With the win over
downs by a true fresh- Rice, the Knights are to
man quarterback with 17-7 all time - and 12-3 in
conference play - at
five.
- The UCF defense Bright House Networks
held the Owls to 14 Stadium
- Senior Ricky Kay's
points, the fifth consecutouchdown
tive game the Knights 40-yard
allowed fewer than 20 catch in the fourth quarter made him the 16th
points.
NC State, which beat Knight to score this seathe Knights 28-21 on son.
- The Knights were 4
Sept. 11, is the only team
to score more than 20. for 4 on fourth-down
points
against
the conversions vs Rice.
Coming into the game,
Knights this season.
The offense is they were 4 for 8.
- The Knights are off
doing its job, outscoring
opponents 214-97 (118-35 to their hottest start since
in conference play), scor- 1998, when they started 7ing 40 or more points in 1 and finished 9-2.

Knights close out at home
FROM A10

"It's always great to
be back on our home
field," she said ''We felt
like we had to defend
our home turf."
Schooley said some
of the team's energy
was because of homecoming week and the
increased school spirit
around campus.
"It kind of pumped
us up," she said. ''We
had the Spirit Splash
today, and it was just a
great atmosphere.I was
so happy we had a
game today. I was ready to play."
The Knights continued their season-ending homestand Sunday

,.

with a match against SMU,
which sat in fourth place in
C-USA
UCF will close out its
season Friday against

Southern Miss at 8 p.m.,
the final game before the
Knights prepare to host
the C-USA Championship,
which starts Nov. 3.

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
4PM - 7PM & 10PM - CLOSE

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
$7 BUCKETS! (Bud, Bud Light, Miller Light, Coors Light)

TRIVIA TUESDAYS
7:30 PM

WEDNESDAY POKER NIGHT
7:00 PM

Game Day Spetials
(during all College and NF~ games)

Home of the 60oz. Moat Draft Bucket- $7.99
$3 24oz. Domestic Drafts
$3.50 Loaded Coronas and Jack & Coke
$9 Domestic Buckets
4250

ALAFAYA TRAIL SUITE

100

(UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER)

(407) 542 4983

www .THEMOATSPORTSGRIU,E-COM
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Time to cut:out
the.fat.talk. .

.

.

.

'

M
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ost .p eople lmow
One exercise promoted
• that are difficult to cure and·
by Fat Talk Free Week was
can be deadly.
that when a girl
asks, "Does this
We think the Fat Talk
for girls and women to stand
make me look fat?" that yow: in front of a mirror in very
Free Week is a great idea, ·
best bet is to reply with a
little clothing and point out
but instead of just lasting a
things about themselves . . week, we think students, as
sincere "No."
Girls and young women
they find beautiful, rather
well as the general populaare notorious for obsessing
than obsessing about the
tion, should strive to make
°fat talk.a permanent outcast
about their bodies, while
flaws.
.
The campaign started in.
from their speech:
·
simultaneously receiving
peer scrutiny if they gain a
2008 as part of The ReflecBody image is a sensitive
few pounds or wear an outtions Bpdy Image Program
topic for adolescents, espechilly with .t he emphasis
fit that is less than flattering. at San Antonio's 'Trinity
These attitudes are
University and is based on a placed on being thin by the
unhealthy and can damage a study conducted by the Ore- media and peers.
girl's self-esteem.
gon Research Institute.
We believe that everyone
That study - published
should be happy in their
· To combat this way of
in the Journal.o f Consulting
own·skin.
·
thinking, tp.e national chap· We all have flaws and no
ter of Delta Delta Delta and ·and Clinical Psychology a few other organizations
found that girls who rejectone is perfect. .
joined together to launch
ed or criticized the idea of a
, It,'s' just a inatter of
Fat TalkFree Week.
perfect body being a thin
/:!ttepang those facts and
The event encourages
on~ were 60 percent less
~~eaa focu.s ing on the posigirls and w.omen to elimilikely to develop an eating · ·.live-..t:raits that -w e all have. ·
disorder.
·
. :As.Jofig ~ you're healthy,
nate negative comments
.about the size or shape of
With stars like Mary-Kate there'Snotlling wrong with ·
Olsen and Keira Knightly
themselves and others.
being curvyof°'l:,odacious;
This includes-seemingly . sportipg an emaciated figure and yes, big is beautiful. ·
harmless comments like, ·
that is far too thin for any- ·
•We would love to see an
· ''You look so great, have you one to achieve ih a healthy
~cr.e ase-m -girls,.y<>ung
been dieting?"
fashion, many girls feel they · women and even men proMore than 35 universities need to lose weight to 'look ~moting a positive ody. ,
participated in Fat Talk Free like their favorite celebrities · image,ai.i.a pf()j!;!cting an ele-·
Week, which was Oct. 18
and often try to do so
·.m,entof self-lo~ and
through Friday.
·
through d~erous prac-respeo.
The main goal of the pro- tices.
.
"' ' Fat talk '::,-,..be it by yourgram is to stop girls from
The National Eating Disself others - can have a
speaking negatively about
orders Associiition estinegative eff¢ct on a person's
. their body image, which ·
mates that 10 million ·
· self-esteem,·~d we hope to
· means a ban on the notoriwomen in tlie U.S. suffer
see'·it disappear for not only
ous, "Does my butt look
from anorexia or bulimia,
one weelc;ryear, but entire- .
.
. ?"
b1g.
two dangerous disorders
ly. ' _w,..........
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DREW SHENEMAN /THE STAR LEDGER

Fighting intolerance
is key to acceptance

lies who were the same.
In between hours of
studying for niy StrucThe two girls who
tural Analysis midterm
were uncovered being
lesbians were shipped
and drinking coffee at
Barnes & Noble, I picked
away to Catholic boardup People magazine to ·
ing school I'm not sure
read about Tyler
what they did with the
boys; I think they did a
Clementi
Clementi was the Rut' better job of blending in.
gers freshman who was
MY parents somehow
bullied and exposed for
managed to successfully
LACY PAPADEAS
being gay, causing him to
raise me in a bubble.
Guest Columnist
take his own life.
This bubble plan did
On Thursday evening,
..
backfire, of course, but
I attended the vigil at the Reflecting it's quite funny how it backfired.
·P ond on campus in remembrance
My parents taught me that staying true to what I believe is the
. <?fhim and other suicides. I stayed
until someone started to tell a story · · only important thing in this world
of a boy who not. only was bullied
It just ended up that my beliefs
at school for being gay; but then
were a bit different than theirs.
went home to be rejected by the
So, now, having been taught so
ones who should love him the
well by my parents how important
personal fundamentals are, I've
most.
This made me cry, and seeing
tried my best to get them to adopt
·
·
that one of my personal goals is to . mine.
not have a nervous breakdown in
"So, the only thing stopping you
public, I left before I had to hear
from being a lesb~ is that you
the possibly heartbreaking ending.
choose not to be?''.I asked my
· I would like to especially thank
mother.
''Yes,'' she simply replied
the counselors who were as ready
. '~Because the reason I don't have
as paramedics while at the vigil
One of the counselors so sweetly
sex with women is because I'm
chased me-down as I was leaving to attracted to men," I said, trying to
see if I needed to talk.
. paint a picture of the clear-cut dif~
It was such a testament to tp.e
ference.
compassion, integration and com-'
It has become such a point of
petency of the organizations that · · contention that I almost came out
make up our university.
of the closet. ~ almost told my parents I was a lesbian, even though
· Thanks to iill.the organizations
involved in p~tting the vigil togeth- I'm not.
-.:1 ·
I,
er, to all the students, professors
My best friend.suggested that I
and photogenic divas fqr attending, tell tlieni she was my girlfriend If
or
b~ck into ..~ -1 swing
at ~~F-~e smart and dedi- .
my parents had a child who was
to Dan Savage for starting the "It ·
seems~ UCFpOP,ii;..J , oftIDngs. ~ J . l l i t . l
•
cated, and also like to have a :
Gets Better'' project, to our Student homosexual, then they would have
lation ha\_b~en decked
· We don't want the UCF
little fun, which is perfectly
Government Association President to actually think about it for a
Mike Kilbride for speaking and to
out in black and"'gOld, having population to ge~_.,s tuck in . . fine.
moment and then either underlio~ming fever. We
But now is the time to
stand or, ifnothing else, simply _
a ·b last and participating in
President John Hitt for attending
all sorts of fifu...a.;tivities fol'
~o:wa~on't b e ~ but
tame your inner·party anithe event to show his support.
realize that they shouldn't judge; i.e.
meco~..
this
stu9en n · d to
mal and take your classes
''Judge not lest ye be judged."
. We, as itudents, can help pre~ ·B ut that-celebratory week
be sure-to-atteaa,,
and ·
seriously.
vept bullying and suicide.on our
The Christian religion, unlike
Just aftei: midterms is a
is over npw, which means a . make up for all they missed
campus by being a frit;!nd to someother religions, does not have
few changes need to be
during the past week. .
crucial point in the semester ·
one who is feeling isolated, and not · "small sins;" all sins are equally ·
made.
.
If you .are one of the
- you still have time to
tolerating a gay slur a friend may
weighted
y,.le're glad everyone had
many students who missed
raise a low grade, but at the
OK, so most Christians think
say.
.
a fun time, and we're proud
a, few classes last week, be
same time, you can still lose
J also believe that we, as a socie- that homosexuality is a sin, but
to see all the school spirit,
sure to·check your syllabus- a high grade.
·
ty, nee'd to simultaneously focus on they also·think that even thinking
but now it's back to the real
es and askfellow classmates
Students need to buckle
the source of it, or it will be like
about hetero~exual sex is wrong,
what you missed on the
down and focus.
academic world.
stitching.closed the surface wound
being materialistic, overeating,
· Some of the highlights of days you couldn't inake it.
Although ho~ecoming .
· from a gunshot to the gut and
driving faster than the speed limit
the past week included a
Just because it was home- may have given us tempo- ·
expecting to wake up the next
and watching the Real Housewives
concert with Ludacris and · · coming week doesn't mean
rary break in our studies, ·
of any city are all sins.
.mooring.
LMFAO, a comedic perevery teacher decided to
. yo1,1 need to set that mentali. This bullying was a repercussion
So, if they want to be consistent,
ty aside and make sure ·
formance by Ralphie May, . . take it easy.
'of something else, and that somethey should have a long list and ·
Homecoming is no
.
you're doing everything you
Spirit Splash and of course,
thing else is no mystery: Parents
make someone sign that they do
the football game against
excuse for you to let your
need to - attending class,
raising their children in fear and
not participate in any of these
grade drop in any class.
studying, etc. - to make
Rice University, which we
hate of homosexuals.
activities in order to be a "Christwon.
We hope those of you·
sure you get the best grades
I can confidently say this
ian."
.. who decided to skip kept·it
possible.
·
,· because that is exactly how I was .
Some of these events
That would be acceptable, but
,to a minimum and only did
This week, be sure to get
raised I was raised in a very conconflicted with scheduled
I'm quite certain that everyone
class times, and many of you so on days when there ·
a lot of rest, catch up on any
servative environment. I attended a would be counted out; and for
may have noticed a drastic
weren't tests or important
work you may have missed,
religiously affiliated private school
Christ's sake (literally) that doesn't
shrink in yot,rr class~s this · . papers due.
attend all your classes and
and was only surrounded by famis~m very realistic.
week.
·
Af, great as homecoming
maybe make a couple pots
We understand homemay be, it qJ:?.ly occurs once
of-coffee. ·
·
. ·,
coming is the one time of
a year. ·
Before you know it, the
the year when teachers
UCF rests its entire repu- semester will be over and
expect low attendance and
tation on its students' acawe'll.be looking forward to
ON UCFNEWS.COM
WHAT YOUARESAYING
some teachers may cancel
demic performance.
next year's homecqming c;elclass'es, but it's time to·g~t
We all lmow the students ebrations.
·
dents, alumni and community. ·.
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Drug tests needed for
welfare recipients

...'!,.. ·..

You should familiarize yourself
with the Fourth Amendment You
. lmow, the. one about no unwarranted searches and seizures by
·the government

,...

.

-ANONYMOUS

Trojan's critique
appreciated

.(entr.il·1lt1riba Juture

Yet~ another joke of an
editorial from the Central Florida
Future th:lt embarrasses UCF Stu-

·,

When are you all going to wake
up?
- ANONYMOUS

Weed ,,form W()uld
benefit all
In response to the 'post on
Schwarzenegger: Yes, and I
oelieve strongly that if 19 gets
passed, it will slowly but surely
make·its way to Florida. If not,
we couJ.d aU do as they did during the Gold Rush and head out
West.'
- 1WKi6Y

(entral 1fodba 1uture
HOW TO PLACE AN AD
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Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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Nusirg Stwentb v.orl<w male
cµd, J1 hep of battTg, cleaTYJ.CXXJkirg, 1ra1sfels, ctMrg 1D
cWs. B<p. i:ref.
1k:9.u1@h:Jlrral.com $8.75rr
Need C~, HIV/AIDS rad; dean
bckgrdchk

Prow:ted.Aga18+0K
00)-965{;52(}ext1/J7

ke \OJ preg,ant? A suxesslu,
fnarcaly sea.re, rT1"1ied CXll,!Jle
~ b ~ Wil be ful-tiTie
rrom & dEMJtEd da:!. Expenses
pad.~ Mircy & Rich. (ask for
mdlelletcdam). (&:Xl)700-5260.
FL Bar# 0150789

Aron for rent i1312 hJme i1
AslTgm P<¥1<. New ard deal. 5
rrns from LCF. Q.iet O:Jrrmrity,
a,.ootra!fK;, 1-igH;peoointernet,
¼iretess, ami:rernunati1e.
$495,tooulllro.
Gal 407-373-3785

Menchie's Frozen Yogurt

winterpa1(C()rn@rnermes.-

ASAP! New Pay lraease! 37-43
qni Excellent Benefits Need CDLA& 3 rms recent 01R (fIT7)'25&8782 www.me!k:lntru:k.com

STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed in

NEW l\m\ocx:I SAWMILl.S1..mtJaMate..Pr hades bgs 34"
diarraEf; mis toan:ls 28' wde.
Aulomatedcµ:k~
inaeases efficiercy tp to 40%!

www.NoM1JodSawnils.corw.nJN
(&:Xl)661-7746 Ext300N

~ Homes

UCF aea, Carm:tJe Gide 2Q5
bath 2 reserwd paoorg SJX)ls,
1 yea- lease. $825 rent. $9(X)
secuily depJsit Gal 321-536-5430

TraierTn.d<i'l'As ltSro.Jd Be!
StarTransp:irtam. Home rro;t
Weeka-ds. Cla.ssACDL

C,on-pa-,y Drivers. Excellent Pay,

STUDENTS
Get tre GREEN CARD!!
NO INVESTMENTS!NO
SPONSOR!
CAU_FOR MORE INFORMATION
AMERICAN IMMIGRATION
SERVICES
(386)5866985

3, 4 & 5 txtm $1,215 & tp. Yard lrd.
lrdviiial Leases Aval.
4/J7·700-0768 ensonooo@holmai.com
www.FaRenNea1.JCF.com

~Prcgam, ~
. 4011<,
Paid Holi:lay.l & \f.:l:a1icrl. OM7er
~
-Checka.it1hebest
Ji<g. ln1he lnci.Sry (&:Xl)416-5.912
www.s1artranspor1a1.com

TIMl Houses for Rent 0/ OM7er
3/2/2 Off l..hwrsily ard Suntree
BIid. Screened patio, all tile 11:xxs,
carg fans, ferced, $1120hronth
41212 off of DEB, Rd. ard 400. Al
tie floors, ferced, cx:raet patio
$1200hnon1h 407-697-9376

Heat&/ltJOBS-Rea:JybYDI<?
3weekio:elerlltedprogam.
Ha'dS on ern,rorment
Nati:lrMiKle certifi::alions ard Local
Job Pla:llmentAssistnle!
(877)9949904

DeCEmber GraduatesSave$$$
personalizoo ga:iJaticl,
aTilUTOlfl1el1l

olocially irensoo
www.colegega:lsLqJl.com

SpocKJUs LCF Area Home 3 bed'
1.5 bath in bealtilli Bonnevie.
Wittin walkrg cistlrre to UCF.
$ro)!m. 386-795-1561

lt£URANCE REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED. f\,1cJst ean i18)1<-$100K
or rrore. Gal ou- l:ranch office at
(407)~./lsl<.for~
L.andaal or amil steven.la-daal@insphereis.com. Visit
www.in::µ1ereis.<Xlf1W1even.landaal

. Our ethcal hacmg o:JUTSe is
de5igre:l 1D puvde a fast tra::k,
hards on learrTg expeoerre.
This oo::elerated dass a:tiesses
vaoous Lriveraal pirqjes,
tedTicµ,s, ard 11:ds used 0/
mamus am whte hat ha:kas.
www.rowtohackdass.com

Stu:lerits! Need a tulo'?
MitMrnen!Tum-g has al
Slqeds avalctlle!
Can 321-696-ill15

~ ROOMMATES

O:Jlorial Life~ entreprereurial
J)Ofessixlal IIAlh sales experierce
1D l:Jocure a Distrd Ma-a;Jer.
~ blOse is req..ired.
''Slbst:ritl31 ~ µ:Jl91tiat'" ' • • ' ,

Please CXll1la:i
rrereath.brewer@a:lorialflfe.com
or call (904)424-5697

CASH NOW! Get cashfor}0.11'
suooued settlement or anjty
~
. Hghp0.}Wls.CallJ.G.
Wert\Mlr1h. 1-866-SETTlEMENT
___ (1:{l!)6:~l RatooA+Oy
,
Ire Beller &Lsi1ess Bueau.

Rooms avail for senior or
graduale student in immaculale
32 home near UCF. $400\no. + 1~
- --util. No pets pleiiseJ~val.'asap. caH 407-709al98.

'1lil] ANNOUNCEMENTS

Female Roommate Needed!
1 Room in 3 bedroom house
Quiet house, Great Sludy
Fels are cordtionm
Graduate Students Preferred
Localed Next to UCF

Drivers - FOOD TANKER
DRIVERS NEEDED OTR
~ avalctlle !'OW! COL-A
w/Tanker REQ'D. OJtstardrg
pay & Benefits!Gal a re:n.i1er
TOOAY! (877)484J042
www.~com
Pla:;e ~ a:I in minutes!
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suldolku
© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

·s·t·-·t·i-

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

By Robert A. Doll

5 Non·Rl<

6 Oktoberfest
dance
.
7 Make welcome
8On-target
9 Let out a few
notches in
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1CXX> GROCERY
COUPON UNITED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATION Free
~ . Breast CmJer Info
www.Ltx:f.i1fo FREETowirg, Tax

~7733

www.KrtjltNewspaper.com'dassffieds

8

3

$}9
$}3

d n s
1O Toy truck brand
A
wv a
11 When Ophelia
3
drowns
n so
12 River at Arles
n
ll 3 9
14 Oisney
S
J.••
pachyderm
0 H 0
18 One of the noble
N l/ d
S
gases
22 French farewell
8
3 !l W
25 Alamo hero
0
NO 8
26 Part of V.F.W.
0
0 N I
27 Commonly emailed files, for
Last issue solved
short
28 Porterhouse
52 Enticed, w~h "in"
order
41 Batik artisans
53 "Peer Gynt"
42 _ Francisco
29 Arabian
dramatist
sultanate
and soon
46 Composer
54 Croc's cousin
70 Gun lobby org.
30 Golfer Hogan
Schoenberg
58 Drawn tight
71 Rockwell or
34 "This_ ripoff!"
48 Arctic floater
Gothic
35 Scrawny one
49 Take in from a
59 Culturally
pretentious
36 Prepare, as for
pet shelter
DOWN
action
50 Beef_: dried
60 'Vette roof option
61 Bronte's "Jane
1 32-Acrosses'
37 Walt Kelly's
meat
,,.sNpoobeu~r,
·,·s1 ,.,,1•8:=se' ·- . poss.um ..
. -~aga!lwho_
~depot
"
vv,~s "
38 Soon, poetically
replaced
65 Literary
3 Nervous spasms 40 "K·K-K· ": 1918
Stevens on the
Supreme Court
4 "Very funnyl"
song collection

Learn How to Hock

Fa-Rerlt 11:xJ/1ba iµ. Avabl ParR
$!roino all utiities m..ded.
FuU kilr:hen, W/0, Wik in dose!
Cal Trocy 407-484-7978

Tran

AIRLINES ARE HIRING for
ttj1 ~ AWllion rv1ainteraTe
Caeer. FAA<WtJVed progam.
Fram aid~ qailied- Housi"g
avaictje, CAU..AWllion lnslllute
of fl./iai1aa"ce (866)31~69

! 9·1

ACROSS
1 Eve's youngest
5Special _ :
milltaJy force
8 Priest's place
13 Trojan War epic
15 "The ":
placekicker Lou
Groza's nickname
16Dog
17 Wealthy relative
19 Sidekick who
rode Scout
20 Bagel flavoring
21 Rio automaker
23 Bones partner
24 Emulate
Muhammad Ali
27 Free, as legal
wor1<
31 Author Fleming
32 Titled woman
33 Older but _
36 Dean's list factor:
Abbr.
39 Father-son talk,
e,g.
43 D.C. bigwig
44Annually
.
45 Jason's vessel
46 Had some grub
47 Leave high and
dry
50 Assembled in a
makeshift
manner
55 North Carolina
university
56 Fed. loan
gitarantor
57 Take tums
62 Bank takebacks,
briefly
64 Get-together for
the starts of 17·.
24-, 39. and 50Across?
66 Used a prie dieu
67 Many, many
moons
68 Coach : athlete ::
_ :student
69 When tripled,

ATTENTION:FOREIGN

Waterlordlakes:
Lage walelfront tunes & 1ownt-anes

4

3

9 7
4 5
... ~.-.,.

Rate C

$J.3
$9

CROSSWORD

VIRGINA MCUNTAINS -GALAX
AREA 6 a:::res on river,~
fm-g, f:Jivale, re.:i.r.ed! $59,900.
Ca1J CJM"e: f'ON! (866)275-0442

;T:ffl FOR RENT:

Rdl-(&:Xl)556-1800. FLBar#
I
01f,()789

$$$ACCESS LAWSUIT CASH
NOW!!I $$$As seen on TV$$$
lrjury Lawsut ~ ? Need
$500-$500,cro+IIAlhi'14&tvs?
Low rates APPLY r¥Y/v BY
PHONE! Cal Tooay! Toi-Free:
(&:Xl)568-6321www.~.com

VIDEO PHONE,
STATEOFTHEARTI
Urirriled callirg, $29.99.tro. VJSit
·• us at iieptximocrrep.com

Or1anclo. 100% FREE tojoiri.
aick on Surveys.

A ch11ess, marria:t, kJvoij CXll,!Jle
~ 1D ~ FIIU"cial sw..rity.
Lage exteme:t miy. 1\1.Jrturg
rome. Expenses paid. Vd<y &

Advertise i1 O,,er 100 p ~
ttroo.tj1out Fbrm Advertisrg
Networks of Fbooa, Nus b
v.orl<forYou! (866)742-1373
www.1klridadassifie.com.

350

is rnN hiirg for its WnlEr Pcvk
Via;ie b:aoo!lq:,errg J1
Odcber. E-mail J'9SU'Tle ard
day,!ijlt ava1abity 1D

Earn Exira Money
Su.dens neooed ASAP
Earn tp to $1 ro per day berg a
Myste(ySh:wer.
l\b Exp;rerce Re::µ-ed
Calf 1-877-67S6774

Qawlord Co., GA
85 AC • $1,1'25/AC Ub:Jhald'-ee
Creek, plantoo pne, ~ !000,
Jl(J'Ner. Olher 1rajs available.
strajspaper.com (478)987-9700
St Regis Paper Co.

RateB

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

.. L-.,..

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$3X:>adayj'.XXllnlial.l\b
Exp;rerce ~ Trairirg

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Room for rent i1 a 2b2b
apartment Walelford Lakes area,
necr UCF $400,tooni- hat utiities.
~ e r . 4/J7-414-oo18

Ded.JctiJle, ilbn-Rt.merS
Ac:cepal. (888)46&5964.

Murphy NC Mtns. - Hiwassee Lake Views
All Properties will be sold Sat. Nov. 6th at 10 AM

Lake Burton, GA ·
No Minimum! No Reserve!
• Luxury Estate - 4 BR, 4/2 BA
• Elevator, Billiard Rm, Wine
Cellar, 4 Fireplaces and more
• Golf, Spa & Sports Complex,
Lake Access, Security & More

Lake Rabun, GA
2±Acre Lakefront CompQund

I

• Main House, 3 Bedroom,·3 Bath
• Pavilion with Guest Suite, Great
Room, Kitchen, & Sun Rm
• Carriage House, 1 BR & 1.5 BA
• Tennis Court and Boat House

~~

·GRAND ESTATES
AUCTION COMPANY'

real estate auctions
Florida Home Auctions Nov 1st - 20th
Nominal Opening Bids

.,. ,
.1 ,

from $1,000
,•

'

'F6r details, see

williamsauction.com

call for a FREE brochure

877-641-2851
GrandEstatesAuction.com

M arc Morns GA License 172895 1Todd Van Sickle GAL# AU3448

You don't call the plays: ·
You can't control the game.
If sports betting is negatively impacting
you or someone you know, call
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Oct. 25, 2010 • €tutted :.flllri&t '1rturt

EB
~UCF
Stands For Opportunit y

Park & Ride ES

To Oviedo

Black & Gold
Shuttle operates 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM from Lot ES to the
Burnett Honors College with
no intermediate stops along
the way.

0
0
0

Additionally, our regular
Black & Gold on-campus
Shuttle operates 9:00A_M to
7:00P.l\1 with designated 12
on-campus stops.

To
Toll Rd 417

Parking may be a challenge during the beginning of each semester. Park at our off-site parking lots conveniently located at
Research Park. Complimentary shuttles continuously transport passengers every 15 minutes from the Orlando Tech Center
to our on-campus Health Center (Lot C3). Gameday Park-n-Ride information available at http://ucfgameday.com

To Oviedo

To
To11Rd417
and Orlando

•
•
•
•

O WUCF
A(rt'enna

L__j

U nTYer sl ty of C•nt r •I F l or f d l Cam p us

Ce ntral Flor ida Resea r

Resu,n: tl Palo'illan 8102
•f';n;..r-,«>4,,IH~:nq

• UC.I" Found;rlion. !IK
• N-SC~TKt,'\Ology Cli!nt't'f

information, please
visit our website www.parking.ucf.edu or call
us at 407-823-2131
,
C
I

